Crash Bandicoot: The Huge Adventure FAQ by Smaz
How do I obtain the full percentage?
When you reach the end of the game normally, you won’t have 100%. In order to do
this you must obtain every Crystal, Gem and Relic in the game. What’s more, is that
each Relic must be Gold or over in quality. Obtain the Crash Dash ability from the last
boss and go back on levels to activate Time Trial mode. Memorize the levels and smash
open the Time Crates in order to freeze the time. With effort you’ll prevail. Once
obtaining all of these, fight the last boss once again for a new ending…
I can’t seem to obtain all of the crates on the flying levels. Why not?
Try not to shoot the balloons that hold the crates in the air. If you do, they will fall to
their doom and you won’t smash it open (despite them doing so in previous games).
Carefully aim for the crates and smash them open by shooting them. The same applies
for Nitro Crates – you must shoot them in order to add them to your Crate count and
obtain the level’s Gem.
I… I can’t think of anything more.
Well good for you. Have a cookie. You seriously can’t think of anything more for this
game?
I ask the questions. What about colored Gem platforms?
Here we go again! To make a colored Gem platform appear, simply collect that colored
Gem from another level. The Gem will be in a hidden area in which you will usually
have to use you power ups to obtain. Search high and low for them! Once you obtain
that Gem, return to the level in which you saw the outline for that colored Gem and
jump on it for it to teleport you to a new area. This area will generally be harder than
usual and lead to a new, Clear Gem.

